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Affinity shown paired with Tabla 18” premium tables in our maple finish. Our laminated table solution can 
add residential touches to waiting rooms and common areas that require aesthetically pleasing and highly 
durable furniture. 



Formed Arch and Waterfall Curves.
The contoured shapes of Affinity promote a highly comfortable sitting experience.

Wood Back Color Options

Available in Arm & Armless, With Upholstered or Wood Back Rest

Hex Bolt hardware

Black urethane arm caps

Optional upholstered or 
wood backs. Wood backs 
available in either Maple 
(shown) or Walnut color.

Metallic Silver Frame

Injection molded 
nylon glides for  
floor protection

Maple Walnut

18.5” Seat Width



Versatile and Dependable
Affinity. A natural liking for, or attraction to a 
person, idea, or thing. That thing from Norix is a 
chair, but not just any chair. Affinity represents 
the great length Norix engineers have gone 
to create a chair that blends attractive form, 
comfort, versatility, and reliability.

Affinity combines a metallic silver frame with 
hundreds of seat and back options.  Available 
with or without arms, and optional upholstered or 
wood back, the chair makes a great companion 
to the broad assortment of Norix tables. 
Contrasting fabrics are available for an even 
more dynamic look. The elegant appearance 
of Affinity lends itself extremely well to lobbies, 
meeting spaces, and dining areas. 

Affinity embodies the assumed quality that 
separates Norix from other furniture providers.  
Features include hex bolt hardware, durable 
polyurethane arm caps, and nylon guides to 
help protect floor surfaces. Fully welded frame 
connection points provide a reliable foundation. 
Double-stitched cushions with hidden 
staples are field-replaceable to allow for easy 
maintenance and longevity.  

Affinity shown paired with Multi-Purpose tables, our laminated top and steel base table solution that can add 
residential touches to cafeterias, break rooms, common areas and any other space that requires aesthetically 
pleasing furniture. 

Go to www.norix.com/fabrics to view all our upholstery options.

Lobbies, Meeting Spaces and Dining Areas


